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Some similarities between ion waves in plasmas and gravity waves in incompressible fluids are investigated. 
It is shown that for zero ion temperature the ion-wave dispersion relation is similar to that of gravity 
waves in a stratified liquid between rigid, horizontal walls; for large wavelength the ion waves behave as 
the surface gravity waves of shallow-water theory. The general character of the pattern of ion waves arising 
in steady plasma flows is analyzed for arbitrary ion temperature, wavelength, and acoustic Mach number 
(which is based on the ion-acoustic speed), and is compared to the pattern of surface gravity waves in 
steady water flows when surface tension is taken into account. 
I. INTRODUCTION 
The purpose of this paper is to point out some simi-
larities between gravity waves in incompressible fluids 
and ion waves in plasmas, and to discuss the general 
character of the pattern of ion waves in steady plasma 
flows.1 Dissipative effects will be neglected, even though 
this may be justified only under some restrictive con-
ditions on wavelength, ion temperature and, for weakly 
ionized plasmas, the ion-neutral collision frequency. 
In Sees. II and III, the dispersion relation for ion 
waves is briefly discussed in the limits of zero ion tem-
perature and large wavelength, respectively. The ion 
waves are shown to behave as gravity waves in a 
stratified liquid between rigid, horizontal walls in the 
first case, and as surface gravity waves in shallow water 
in the second. 
In Sec. IV we consider uniform, steady plasma flows 
and study in detail the resulting wave pattern for 
arbitrary wavelength, ion temperature, and acoustic 
Mach number (the ratio of flow velocity to ion-acoustic 
speed); the unsteady wave pattern in a plasma at rest 
may be obtained from the results for large acoustic 
Mach number.1 
II. COLD-ION LIMIT 
To study the electrostatic oscillations of a plasma, 
one considers Poisson's equation for the electric po-
tential <j>, 
%^-^eiZiNi-Ne) (1) 
together with appropriate equations for the ion and 
electron densities iV; and Ne iZi is the ion charge 
number). For the low-frequency (ion) waves discussed 
in this paper the electrons are in equilibrium with the 
field so that for small perturbations one may write 
equations, 
N^Noil+et/nT,), (2) 
where No and Te are the equilibrium electron density 
and temperature. For the ions, however, no such 
simplification is possible. In the zero ion-temperature 
limit assumed in this section, the ion motion is com-
pletely described by continuity and momentum 
lit 
Nt+NiV-V^O, 
D Zte ^ 
— v<+ — v*=o, 
Dt nti 
(3) 
(4) 
where D/Dt=d/dt-\-VvV, and mf and V,- are the ion 
mass and mean velocity. 
After linearizing Eqs. (3) and (4), the system (1)-
(4) yields 
(5) 
where \D= (uTe/AiTe^No)1'2 is the electron Debye length 
and F 8 s (ZiKTe/mi)112 is the ion-acoustic velocity (the 
ion plasma frequency is w„i= Vs/\r>). The dispersion 
relation resulting from (5) is 
a.= F8fc(H-XB2fc2)-1'2, (6) 
which represents ion-acoustic waves (w~Fsfc) for 
fcXx><3Cl, and ion plasma waves (wmuPi) for fcXjvM.2 
Let us now consider an incompressible fluid between 
two rigid, horizontal walls in a uniform gravity field g. 
The problem is governed by the incompressibility and 
continuity equations8 
| P - 0 , • (7) 
v-v=o, 
together with the momentum equation 
(8) 
(9) 
Here, lv is an unit vector along the y axis, which points 
upward, and p, p, and V are the density, pressure, and 
velocity of the liquid. At rest the liquid is assumed to be 
stratified according to the law p = p=poexp( — y/L); 
we then have V=0 and 
dp 
dy •-Pg, or p = p=gLp. 
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For perturbations around this equilibrium we have 
V = v ' = v J . ' + w ' l „ , 
p=p+p', p=p+p', 
and linearizing Eqs. (7)- (9) we get 
dp' w'dp 
—+ -~=o, 
dt dy 
* , dw' 
Vx-Vx'+ -p r = 0 , 
dy 
J5dvx' 
dt + Vx£' = 0, 
pdw' dp' 
~dT ~dy~ -P
_ i p ' — = 0 . (13) 
Operating #Vx2 on (10), -(d/d^pd^/dt2 on (11), 
(d2/dtdy)Vj. on (12), and - Vi?d/dl on (13), and 
adding the resulting equations we get 
' * d2 ?
 A a
2
 3 
V2 — + - Vx 2 -L- X — — I W 
, dt2 L dfidy = 0. (14) 
Assuming that H<g.L, H being the distance between the 
walls, we may neglect the last term in (14); moreover, 
w must vanish at y = 0 and y=—H, so that we have 
w' = w* smkuy, kl/=mH~1(n=l, 2---). 
Thus, w* obeys the equation 
H* d2 * d2 gH2 
•—• — Vx 2 h ' 
,7rVd*2 dfi TVL 
2JTO* = 0 , (15) 
-1/2 
with the dispersion relation 
- (£JX»£)" <"> 
so that the waves from (S) and (15) are entirely similar 
[H/irn corresponds to AD and (g/L)w to a>j,;]. 
III. LARGE WAVELENGTH LIMIT 
For finite ion temperature Eq. (4) should read 
DVt .Zfi* , , V-P,-
— H V < H - T T — =0 , 
£>/ w, A\w,-
(4') 
where Pt is the pressure tensor. For small perturbations 
with a wave frequency small compared with the ion-ion 
collision frequency we may use a scalar pressure that 
behaves as N? where y=(s-\-2)/s is the adiabatic 
exponent, s being the number of degrees of freedom of 
the ions; in the opposite limit we may use a scalar 
pressure that behaves as N? (corresponding to a one-
dimensional compression, with 5 = 1 in 7 ) , if the phase 
velocity of the wave is large compared with the ion 
velocities4 (only possible for a small ion-to-electron 
(10) 
(11) 
FIG. 1. Schematic representation of kj vs k±, for fixed e and 
(12) representative values of Ma. 
temperature ratio and wavelengths large compared 
with the ion Debye length) .2 
After linearization, Eqs. ( l ) - ( 3 ) and (4') yield 
ynT; ^ ^ d2 ^ d2 ^ \ 
— x»ww-v 2 - -+y /v 2 )*=o , (17) 
where now Vs=[_(ZjTe-\-yTi)K/m,:Jli. The dispersion 
relation is 
( " 
u=Vak 
1+Xz>2fc2 / ' e~ Z{Te' 
(18) 
for e—>0, Vs approaches the value given in Sec. II and 
(6) is recovered from (18). The basic difference be-
tween (6) and^(18) is that according to (6) the group 
velocity, do>/dk, decays monotonically to zero, while in 
(18) du/dk passes through a minimum {at k\o = 
[l+(4e-(-3)1 /2e_1 /2]1 '2j before approaching the limiting 
value V,61 / 2( l+e) - 1 '2 ; notice that for «<Cl, the wave-
length at the minimum becomes AD(€/3) I /427IV$> 
AD ( « / T ) 1/22"" (which is the ion Debye length) so that 
the aforementioned conditions for the use of the N ? 
pressure law are satisfied at the minimum. 
Let us now consider a nonstratified layer of in-
compressible fluid in an uniform graviational field g; 
the fluid has a free-surface and a horizontal bottom at 
depth H. For perturbations with characteristic length, 
X, large compared with H, shallow-water theory is 
applicable and to order H2\~2 a standard derivation 
gives0 
gH* * * „ # 2 a2 - „ a2 
Vx2Vx2+ — — V x 2 - — + g H V 2 d*2 dt2 
=0, (19) 
where r; is the deviation of the free surface from its 
equilibrium and Vx operates in horizontal planes. The 
dispersion relation is 
•wM^S^" \l+H2k2/2/ (20) 
which is similar to (18) only if e= 1/2. Remember, 
however, that (20) is only valid for # f c « l ; then, we 
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FIG. 2. Relative positions of curves 1-7 of Fig. 1 in the Mj>-t 
plane. 
have 
w«(g£T)1'%(l-H2A;2/3)1/2. (20') 
Thus, only the Xijfc<5Cl range in (18) may be compared 
with (20); for such values Eq. (20) becomes 
w^FiCl-a+e)-^2! ,1/2 (18') 
which is similar to (20') for any efXg'.H')1'2 corresponds 
to Vs and 3 ^ W to *D(l+e)-m). Equation (20') 
could be directly obtained from the dispersion relation 
for surface gravity waves in water of arbitrary depth,6 
C0=(^)i/2(tanhte)1/2 , (21) 
by expanding (21) for small kH. 
IV. STEADY WAVE PATTERNS IN 
UNIFORM FLOWS 
In this section we study the wave patterns arising 
from (18) for arbitrary e and ICXD, and compare it with 
the results of water-wave theory (when both gravity 
and surface tension effects are considered). Although 
there is no complete similarity such as in the limiting 
cases 6—»0 or &DA<<C1, most essential features in both 
problems appear to be the same. 
We consider steady-state waves in uniform flows and 
introduce the acoustic Mach number, MS=U/VS 
(where V is the flow velocity), referring to super-
acoustic and subacoustic flows for MS>1 and M„<1, 
respectively; the unsteady wave pattern in a plasma at 
rest may be obtained from the limit Ms—><x> (hyper-
acoustic equivalence principle1). The analysis of Ref. 1 
was restricted to rarefied plasmas, for which the large 
phase-velocity condition of Sec. I l l must be satisfied; 
this condition requires e « l and Afs2»e. In Ref. 1, 
however, it was assumed that Ms2> 44/33_1e1/3, and this 
restriction is now removed. The present analysis will 
cover the entire range of e, Ms2, and k\D. 
Equation (17) only holds at large distances from the 
source of perturbation; moreover, only at such distances 
does a behavior develop which is essentially independent 
of the source. Thus, our analysis will only deal with the 
asymptotic character of the wave pattern. 
A steady-state equation may be obtained from (17) 
by using the transformation d/dt-^>Ud/d&, where % j s 
along the direction of the flow. We have 
T^V 2 V 2+^2£V 2 -^2S+V 2 )*=°> (22) 
where V = \DV and V^dVo^-f-Vx2; (22) gives 
^Af8 = ^[l+6(l+6)-^2]1 /2(l+^2)-1 /2 , (23) 
where k=(kz2+ki?)ll2=hD. Equation (23) has four 
roots 
kz=±ikz, fa=±%. (24) 
kz is always real and yields elliptic behavior for cj>; this 
first couple of roots is due to the fact that in (22) z 
acts both as a timelike variable and as a space co-
ordinate. For Af,2<e(l-f-e)-1, I2 is imaginary and thus 
the entire behavior of cj> is elliptic; no waves are_ ex-
cited. On the other hand, for Af,2>e(l-H)~\ kz is 
real and therefore the second couple of roots in (24) 
yield hyperbolic behavior for <j>. The resulting waves 
are, of course, ion waves. 
I t may seem surprising that the critical value of Ms2 
is e(l-j-e)-1 and not unity. This may be understood by 
noticing that as k increases, the phase velocity, w//c, 
decays monotonically from V„ to Vstll2(l-\-e)~lli. 
For U>V,(M,>1) the whole k spectrum in (18) is 
excited since the flow is "supersonic" for all k; for 
Vs> V> Fs61/2(l-r-€)_1/2, only part of the spectrum may 
be observed [the range k>K, K being given 
by LO(K)/K=UJ For E/<y.6 1 ' » ( l+«)- 1 ' ! W< 
e(l-)-€)_13, no waves can be observed becavise the flow is 
"subsonic" for all k. 
At large distancesi the contribution of the kz roots 
becomes dominant; kz(ki, e, Ms) is given below as a 
function of k±, e and T-H=[(1+e)e~lMs2— l j - 1 : 
*k,= 2~v* * ± * ( 1 + T ) + - J - J - -
1/2 
+kxi(r-
r - f l l / 2 
• l ) + -
Of particular importance for the asymptotic wave 
pattern is the behavior of kz'=dkz/dk±; this is sche-
matically represented in Fig. 1 for a given e and repre-
sentative values of M/. (The relative positions of 
curves 1-7 in the parametrical Ms2—e plane are in-
dicated in Fig. 2). The appearance of maxima and 
minima in Fig. 1 is of special interest because the usual 
asymptotic analysis based on the group-velocity con-
cept (stationary-phase method) shows that steep 
wave fronts develop at values of u{<j^x/z, x being the 
transverse space coordinate) coinciding with any of 
those extremal values of &z'.7,1 For reference we give 
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TABLE I. Values of »„[>, Af**2(e) < K , 2 < <*> ] . 
789 
<«1 
,=0.104 
e=0.77O 
e=3.31 
6=10.0 
e » l 
as 
er3 — 
Af**2(<0~2 
e 1 ' 2 
0.470 
0.322 
0.795 
0.877 
0.934 
1.82 
0.975 
3.16 
0.433 
£M.*(l+eh-1-
el/2 
l ] 1 ' 2 
£l/2 
0.586 
0.300 
0.811 
0.870 
0.967 
1.73 
0.995 
2.95 
2 + [ 4 -
( l + { 4 -
(4*)-i(l-r 
1.05 
0.229 
1.04 
0.728 
1.60 
0.925 
1.84 
0.970 
3[<=(Jkf82-
= 0(<-1/2) 
^•2)3/2(3-^)1/2 a 
1.36 2.09 
0.203 0.163 
1.84 
0.505 
2.29 
0.691 
D+i]-1!1 '2 
O+i]-1)1'2)1'2 
W » l 
<r3=1.1561'2(l+c)-"2ilfr1 
w C l + (4+3/e)"2]"2 
X
 1 + ( 4 + 3 / . ) « 2 - + W *> 
» * =cos (9/3) +31'! sin (9/3), 0 =cos"i V&lw,-*). 
p=a2z 
/ > = 0 3 2 
pa 3 z 
= 0", Z 
p=(T\Z 
p--azi 
p--<Tz 
p~-°ll 
FIG. 3. Schematic representation of ion-wave patterns (•— wave fronts, — curves of constant phase); perturbation localized at the 
origin, (a) 1<J*.S<»; (b) M**<M,'<1; (c) M***<M?<M*>; (d) e(l+e)-1<M/<M**K 
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TABLE II. Values of afe, M*J{*)<M?< 1]. 
6 « 1 
« = 0.104 
6=0.770 
6=3.31 
6=10.0 
6 » 1 
<*1 
01 
M **2(e)~2 
6 i« 
0.470 
0.322 
0.795 
0.877 
0.934 
1.82 
0.975 
3.16 
««» 
0.433 
[« ( l+*) r 
61/2(4») 
0.514 
0.331 
0.870 
1.00 
0.961 
2.01 
0.985 
3.45 
2 
i-ijn (i-
M,»=0(61W) 
-
1 ( l+« ! ) " 2 (3 -« i ' ) 1 / 2 ° 2- 1 «( l -M e 2 ) -
0.641 
0.414 
0.910 
1.18 
- { 4 -
0.808 0.895 0.993 
0.652 0.958 4.53 
0.992 
4.08 
,--
3[6(M,2-1)+1]-M1 / 2 
- (4 -3[6(Af s 2 - l ) + l]-M1/2)1/2 
-w2[(l-fJWs2)W2-l+fitfs3]i/2 
i - Jkf 8 2 «i 
<r 1 =8-" 2 ( l -K s 2 ) -" i ! 
X [ l - ( 1 - A f » 2 ) (1 -6)9 /8] 
' x =cos(0/3) -3>'« sin(9/3), 9 =cos~i (2«i/«ilf ,-*). 
simple expressions for both k,' and kz"=d2kz/dk±2: 
= . 652+l/65-r\1 / 2 „„ 
*52— T W + l / 
= „ _ €
7
' V 2 ( J - 1 ) 1 / V 1 ' 2 ( T + 1 ) 8 / S ! 
* ' ~ ( € 5 + l ) 3 ' 2 ( € 5 2 - T ) 3 
x ( ^ - 4 ) - ^ ( l - r ) + r ^ ) , 
where 
[*x=(j-l)1 '*(6j-T)1 '*(«)-y*(T+l)-1 '*]. 
For 1<MS2< oo (curve 1 in Fig. 1) there are maxima 
at &A=0 and at kx= oo ; the first maximum is 
i ' = « i a ( J f , ' - l ) - W , 
and the second one 
I / = oia[(H-«)f-lJf,*-l]-V«. (25) 
There is also a minimum, Iz ' = o-3, at a finite &J.; cr3 is 
given in Table I as a function of e and Ms2. As Ms2—>°o, 
all three <ri, <r2, and o-3 go to zero as Af,-1; the behavior 
Of (73 IS 
O-jRJ 
1.15e1'2Cl+(4+3/6)1'2]1/2 
(l+6)1/2[l+(l+3/46)1/2]lf8• 
As Af82—>1 (curve 2), o-i—»•», ov.—>e"2, and 
_ (8/3) »2[1+ (1+4/3.) i/»3-i+ (27/8) »2« 
[5+3 (l+4/3e) " " X l + 3 (1+4/&) «*]>'* 
As Afs2 decreases below 1 (curve 3), o-i falls down and 
moves away from 6 i = 0 ; 01 is now a complicated func-
tion of Af„2 and e, given in Table II. <r2 is still given by 
(25) and <r8 by Table I. 
As Ms2 decreases, we reach a value, Ms2—M*2{t) 
(curve 4), for which cn=oz. Both M*2 and the common 
value of o-i and <r2 at this value of Ms2, a*, are given in 
Table III , as functions of e. 
For smaller M2 (curve 5) tr2 is the largest maximum, 
If we decrease Ms2 still further we reach a value, 
Af„2=Af**2(e) (curve 6) for which <ri = <r3; both 
extremes coalesce giving fe/" = 0. We have 
M**2(6)==2[(6+e2)1'2-6], 
<r**(e) =e1/2, 
a** being the common value of c\ and <TI. 
Finally, for Ms2<M**2(t), there is only one maxi-
mum, <r2 (curve 7). As M2—>€(l+«)-1, <r2—>oo and for 
smaller M2, Tit is purely imaginary. 
From these results some general features of the wave 
90 
7 5 -
:60 
5 45 
< 3 0 -
s1 
c> 
\ \ 
\ \ J \ / \ \ { 
V 
^ 1 
1 1 1 
f\ 1 \ 1 \ k \ Ss^ \ 
^>v \ 
"<^ - \ 
O'^^C?^^: 
^'^'
: :
^^^I: 
^___ 
/ 04—^^rr . : r=^r-—-I 
I I I -
0.5 1.0 2.0 25 
FIG. 4, Wave-front angles vs M,2 and « ( - - lan~Vi, - • - tan V2, 
— — tan~V3). 
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TABLE III. Values of If*2(<=) and <r*(e). 
««1 0.0144 0.104 0.770 3.31 10.0 
791 
e» l 
2.11e1'3+0(<-2'3) 0.406 0.641 0.870 0.961 0.985 1-0.156^+0 (<r*) 
0.687e1/3+O(ew) 0.191 0.414 1.00 2.01 3.45 l.OW+Oir1") 
pattern may easily be derived through the use of the 
group-velocity concept7 (for details, see Ref. 1). 
For Ms>M*(e) the maximum "group velocity" is 
0-j; for <r><ri the plasma is, therefore, quasineutral 
(no waves). For M,<M*(e), the plasma is quasineutral 
for <r><r2. The wave pattern is schematically repre-
sented in Fig. 3 ( a ) - ( d ) where we notice that several 
sets of waves appear. The curves of constant phase are 
given for each set. For l < i f s < c o there are three 
wave fronts at <r=a\, <r2, and <r3; the plasma is quasi-
neutral behind the <r3 front, sustains two sets of waves 
between <r2 and o-8, and one set between <n and o-2. 
As M,—»°° all three fronts collapse into the % axis, 
retaining the topological order of Fig. 3 (a ) . As M—>1, 
the leading front approaches the * axis. 
When Ms falls below 1, this front bounces back ap-
proaching the <r2 front; a new type of wave (transverse) 
appears on all three regions behind a = <x\ (the region 
near the axis is no longer quasineutral). 
For M,<M*{e), <r2 becomes the leading front and 
there is only one set of waves between o-2 and o-3. Notice 
that a* is the minimum value of max (01, a2) over the 
range M S < 1 ; thus in subacoustic flow there is a 
minimum value of the angle of the leading front. This 
minimum depends on e and goes to zero as e—>0. 
Max (ffi, a2) is given in Fig. 4 as a function of e and 
M,%. 
At M,=M**, the wave front at <T = <T** is particu-
larly strong. When M,<M**(e), there is only one 
wavefront and one set of waves. As Ms—>e(l-(-e),_1 
this front approaches the x axis and all waves disappear 
for smaller M,. 
Now consider the dispersion relation for water waves 
when both gravity and surface tension effects are taken 
into account,6 
a = (gk tanh£f l ) 1 ' * [ l+ (T/pg)¥jl\ (26) 
For steady waves in an uniform flow at speed U, we 
define k = kH, T{pgW)-l = t, M.= U(gH)-lli and ob-
tain 
MX= (k tanhkyi*(l+t&yi*, (27) 
which may be compared with (23). 
We notice the following common features of Eqs. 
(18) and (26): (1) As fc->0, co~fc. (2) dw/dk has a 
relative (and absolute) minimum [in Eq. (26), only 
if « < 3 _ 1 ; this will be assumed here]. (3) w/fc has a 
minimum [a t finite k in (26), at k= oo in (18) ] . (i\ 
For €=0, doi/dk decays monotomically to zero as k 
increases. 
The only^basic difference between (18) and (26) 
is that as k—>«, «~fc in the first equation while 
w~fc3/2 in the second; thus, there is no absolute max-
imum of the group-velocity in (26). For steady flows, 
however, only those waves that satisfy w/k<U are 
observed so that an effective maximum of du/dk 
exists in (26) too. 
From the preceding discussion one may easily con-
clude that the general features derived from (23) for 
steady ion waves may be derived from (27) for water 
waves. In particular, curves in the parametrical 
Af82—« plane of (27) exist (equivalent to those of Fig. 
2) such that, if crossed, essential modifications of the 
wave pattern result; the different wave patterns are 
similar to those of Fig. 3. (See end of Art. 272 and the 
figure in page 470 of Ref. 8.) 
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